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The AWI CODBS:
Unparalleled Financial Resource

PARTICIPATING NOT ONLY HELPS YOU
BUT BOLSTERS THE ENTIRE INDUSTRY.

ewsBriefs
(NB) recently
caught up with
Gordon D.
Giffin, chairman and CEO of Giffin Interior &
Fixture, Inc., to ask him about his
firm’s long-standing participation
in the Annual AWI Cost of Doing
Business Survey (CODBS).
In anticipation of the opening
of the 2018 survey on April 2, NB
wanted to explore why this one-ofa-kind service exclusively for AWI
members consistently ranks as
the number one benefit on annual
AWI Manufacturing Member
surveys. Find out what Gordon
has to say.

CODB Survey
Take-Aways

N

AWI Manufacturing Member participants
in the Cost of Doing Business Survey reap a
huge return on their investment of time completing the survey. Participation:
n Creates a fully secure, online database of

your company’s financials.
n Delivers a powerful trend-analysis tool.
n Allows you to compare your results across

different industry breakouts.
n Enables printing of unique reports and

trend data.
n Includes a complimentary CODBS

results book. z

NB: What initially motivated you to participate in the CODBS?
GDG: I spent untold hours and dollars collecting what similar data I
was able to find and that is not an easy task. When I learned about this
benefit of AWI membership there was no question about participating. I have participated every year since we joined.
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New AWI
Members
AWI NEWS
MANUFACTURERS
Creative Cabinets
Whitehorse, YT, Canada

Where Do You Turn for
Advice about Woodworking?
The answer is easier than you may
think. You turn to AWI Communities,
a free resource accessible 24/7 where
AWI members discuss a myriad of issues
about woodworking and more.

Interior Woodworking
Solutions
Cranston, RI

SUPPLIER
CR-MILLWORK
Springfield, VA
Note: These new members joined
AWI in February 2018.

SUBMISSIONS INVITED!
AWI Standard of
Excellence Award
Summer
Design Solutions Magazine
DEADLINE: MAY 1
For details go to
www.awinet.org, and on the top
menu bar select “Publications”,
then “Design Solutions
Magazine”.
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“AWI Communities has grown since
its launch in mid-2015 and currently has
over 3,000 content contributions made
by our membership. Our members are
turning to the forum to answer questions about issues that arise in current
jobs, where to find highly recommended
suppliers, how to handle specific business
decisions, and much more. It is exciting
to see our members interact in this way
on a daily basis,” said AWI Community
Relations Manager Liz DiFiore.
A recent successful discussion involved
six members who responded to a posting
initiated by woodworker in Washington
state. He raised an issue about an “architect looking for help with making their
office drawing standards more efficient
and in-line with AWI Standards.” That
one posting generated a great deal of
feedback, as did the following examples of
other successful postings:
Examples of other successful
postings:
n

n
n

n

A
 n inspiring story about a member
company
S
 uggestions about a problem on a job
S
 uccessful use of social media in
members’ marketing
R
 ecommendations of outsourced
drafting companies

n

 pinions about aspects of AWI’s new
O
Standards in development.

Get Involved
Give AWI Communities a try, if you
haven’t already. Do you have a question, a
woodworking challenge? Post it!
Because the community integrates
with the AWI database and the AWI Web
site, all AWI Manufacturing, Supplier,
and Affiliate Members are signed up by
AWI. Access the online community at
mycommunity.awinet.org using your
AWI Username and Password.
All the communities are at the disposal
of AWI members, with the exception of

some, such as Best Practice Groups and
committees, which have “closed” forums,
allowing for exclusive use by relevant
participants.
User Friendly
Explore the site and participate in a
variety of ways: import your profile from
LinkedIn; post a message; ask a question;
start a blog; share a file, a YouTube Video
or a Web Link; or join a community.
Member Benefit
This service is available free of charge
exclusively for AWI members to participate. Those members with more limited
time and funds for involvement in faceto-face forums have discovered how easy
it can be to make connections online,
engage in discussions, and learn what
is happening in the industry. z
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Updated Learning Opportunities
For Your Staff Specialists

AWI

is continuing to update its
popular Regional Seminars
that are hosted throughout the
country by AWI chapters. These Education Outreach seminars are conducted by AWI volunteers who are specialists in
various subject areas – all of which contribute to the success
of architectural woodwork businesses.
Each seminar offers comprehensive specialized knowledge for those wishing to enhance their value to your projects and operations. Following is a list of upcoming seminars
scheduled for the balance of 2018.

Project Management Seminar
May 10-11
Where: The Providence Biltmore, Providence, RI
Host: AWI New England Chapter
Information/Registration: Open now at www.awinet.org
September 20-21
Where: El Paso, TX
Host: AWI West Texas Chapter
Information/Registration: Coming soon
Do you react to fires
every day? Does the
phone control the next
hour? Is there frustration
at your client/job meetings? Come learn skills to take more control of your project!
Project management is supposed to make your life easier.
Acquire tools that allow you to find balance between contractor, architect, resources and manpower. Become the
most knowledgeable person about your project. This recently
updated program is presented by industry peers with considerable experience in project management of varying size
projects for diverse companies.

Advanced Estimating Seminar
September 27-28
Where: Charlotte, NC
Host: AWI Carolinas Chapter
Information/Registration: Coming soon
The NEW Advanced Estimating Seminar focuses on equipping attendees with tools and knowledge to improve the
efficiency of your estimating department. Lecture, reinforce-
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LEARNING FORUM

ment laboratory
activities and group
collaboration provide
numerous learning
opportunities with
practical applications that may have immediate impact.
Think big picture and create solutions to impact desired
areas and reinforce strengths. Join us for a great opportunity to enhance perspective, knowledge and skills of your
Estimating Team!

Financial Management Seminar
October 11
Where: TBA
Host: AWI Ohio Valley Chapter
Information/Registration: Coming soon
Spend a day
learning to manage
your business
through your
financials. Learn the
fundamentals about your financial statements and capture
meaningful information from the balance sheet and income
and cash flow statements.
Broaden your understanding of financial ratios and methods of accounting. Be introduced to operational accounting
and various management tools to include accounts and cost
codes, work in progress reports, cost to complete reports,
backlog reports, and sales pipeline reports.
This course will bring understanding to financial projections, cash drivers, cash management and financial benchmarking with use of the AWI Cost of Doing Business Survey
and Compensation Study Report. If time allows, we will
also review open book management, contribution margin
analysis, estimates and cost tracking, along with banking and
surety relationships.
More information about each of these seminars is available
online at www.awinet.org by clicking on “Education” on the
top menu bar, then “Regional”. z
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BUSINESS TOOLS
The AWI CODBS: Unparalleled Financial Resource ... (cont. from page 1)

It is the biggest
benefit of AWI
membership and
the value far
exceeds the cost
of membership.
collecting and organizing data that may
or may not be from similar companies;
3) Being able to very quickly check how
we compare in just about any area of
our operation; and 4) Having our previous year’s information readily available
to compare against ourselves from year
to year.
NB: What are other reasons more AWI
Manufacturing Members should participate, especially given an improved
economic climate?
GDG: The more companies that participate the better the data is. Other
woodworkers might be very surprised
to see where they exceed the norm
and where they are falling short.
It will likely make them think about
things that they previously had not,
such as how many engineers or project
managers do I have compared to similar
operations?
NB: Did participation (and the results)
lead you to make any changes in your
business that have helped improve your
bottom line?
GDG: Yes, it has pointed out areas we
needed to examine. It has also given us
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the data to decide if something we are
thinking about makes sense.
NB: Did any part of participation
surprise you either positively or
negatively?
GDG: Yes, I always find something
surprising in the results.
NB: If you were surprised, what
might other companies do to prepare
themselves?
GDG: Be prepared to find out that what
you think are your strengths or weaknesses may indeed be very different or
very average.

2018 AWI COST OF DOING
BUSINESS SURVEY
Exclusive Financial Management Tool
For AWI Manufacturing Member
Participants
Survey Opened: April 2, 2018
Log in to AWI Member Portal at
www.awinet.org

NB: Any other aspects of the CODBS
you believe are important for AWI
members to realize?
GDG: For me it is the biggest benefit
of AWI membership and the value far
exceeds the cost of membership. You
simply can’t run a successful business
without understanding your own financials, and being able to compare them
to similar companies is absolutely
essential. The more companies that
participate the better the data is and the
more valuable it becomes. Participating
just might make you think about something that hadn’t previously crossed
your mind. Participating not only helps

you but bolsters the entire industry.
The data you will have available will
be very helpful negotiating with banks,
sureties, insurance companies, vendors
and even the IRS.
NB: In times like today when business
is going well, why is it important to
participate in the survey?

You simply can’t run
a successful business
without understanding
your own financials.
GDG: If your business is doing well in
the current economy it is even more
important to participate. It will be
extremely valuable to have a record
of what made you profitable when
times get more difficult. Conversely,
if you are struggling a bit, it will be very
beneficial to see how others are making
their businesses profitable.
Gordon D. Giffin founded
Giffin Interior & Fixture, Inc.
in 1980 during his third year
in a carpenter apprenticeship program. Gordon originally studied engineering,
but earned a business
degree instead. He
recognized that
his talent lay in
business management rather
than technical
expertise. He is currently chairman and
CEO and his son, Dustin, serves as president
of the family-owned business. Today, the
Bridgeville, Pennsylvania company operates
out of a 90,000 sq. ft. plant with 100 employees. Giffin Interior & Fixture has been an AWI
Manufacturing Member since 2011 and is a
QCP Licensee. www.giffininterior.com z
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The Value of the CODBS In Good and Bad Times

The

Annual AWI Cost of Doing Business
Survey produces results valued by many
AWI Manufacturing Member participants
who view it as in indispensable repository
of facts for use in comparing their businesses with high profit
firms, and analyzing their financial, human capital and other
data to find areas where they exceed industry averages and
equal industry’s high profit firms.
In AWI Manufacturing Member surveys, the CODBS is
consistently identified as the top and most valued membership
benefit. Here are comments by AWI Manufacturing Members
who have shared their views about the benefits of participation over the years. All of the following testimonials were
pulled from prior editions of AWI NewsBriefs.

Do Better than the
Competition
•O
 ur company’s goal is
to be best in class. We
examine the numbers for
direction to go from point
A to B and do better than
the competition. Company
executives incorporate WS
data into their own management systems and plot it
graphically with the CODBS
industry averages.

Receive Financial & Benchmark Data
• You receive valuable general business information from the
survey results, including financial and benchmark data for
evaluating your activities.

Strategically Manage Growth
•O
 ur firm believes the CODBS
is an important tool for making basic business decisions.
Participation has been a huge membership benefit right from
the start. We use the CODBS for our annual budgeting, planning purchases of capital equipment, and strategically
managing our growth. Having researched operating cost
information available for other industries, I found that there
is nothing comparable elsewhere. The CODBS is an impressive management tool.

Susan Adams, Adams Group

Marc Sanderson, Wilkie Sanderson

Tom DeLeers, Joseph A. Interiors

Improve Your Company’s Bottom Line
•C
 ompare your company’s financial results against the industry’s best “high profit firms” in order to identify your company’s operating costs so that you can make corrections for
improving your company’s bottom line.
Sebastien DesMarais, Hollywood Woodwork

View the Industry Differently
• For AWI Manufacturing Member owner woodworkers who
may not have strong financial backgrounds, participation
in the CODBS gives them a way to view the industry
differently and provides a tool for comparing their financial
data with others in the architectural woodwork industry.

Break Down Elements of Your Costs
•C
 ompleting the survey itself is an excellent checklist of all
of your costs, and breaking down elements of your costs is a
valuable exercise.
Mark Bernhard, Bernhard Woodwork, Ltd z

Gordon D. Giffin, Giffin Interior & Fixture, Inc.

Having researched operating cost information available for other
industries, I found that there is NOTHING COMPARABLE elsewhere.
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Stiles Sets the Stage for Growth
At May Mfg. Solutions Seminar

S

tiles Machinery invites
you to join them as they
explore new ways to
approach current challenges and opportunities facing the manufacturing industry,
during their upcoming Manufacturing
Solutions Seminar on May 1-3, 2018, at
their world-class technology showroom and finishing lab in High Point,
North Carolina.

SPONSOR NEWS
Succeed & Thrive
This event is designed to help manufacturers throughout North America
identify the right solutions to help their
companies not only succeed but thrive.
Guests are invited to discover greater
efficiency through production cell

demonstrations, gain valuable insights
from industry experts, and hear firsthand from fellow industry members on
how they’re tackling issues in today’s
manufacturing world.
Due to the high-level of interest
in this event, Stiles has opened up a
second day of panel processing to
accommodate the busy schedules of
manufacturing professionals across the
country, expanding this event to three
days of manufacturing solutions.
Demonstrations
On Tuesday, May 1 and Thursday, May
3, guests will have the opportunity
to hear from Stiles’ experts in panel
processing, including live demonstrations using state-of-the-art panel
dividing equipment, including a fullyautomatic work cell with integrated

2018 AWI Sponsors

Founding Sponsor

robotics and the latest technology in
saw operator assistance. The content of
these two days will be the same; choose
which day works best for you.
On Wednesday, May 2, guests will
have the opportunity to witness a wide
variety of solutions in solid wood
manufacturing and finishing technology, including a continuous work cell
production of a five-piece door, moneysaving tooling technologies, and

Sustaining Sponsors

Level 1 Sponsor

Level 2 Sponsor

AWI thanks these annual sponsors for their additional
support of AWI which helps to fund the association’s
programs, publications and other services for members. AWI Manufacturing Members are encouraged to
connect with these suppliers anytime at www.awinet.
org whenever a need arises for their services.
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innovative solutions in sawing, sanding and
finishing, designed to help manufacturers
achieve higher performance and yield.
Industry Leaders
Throughout the event, attendees will also
hear from fellow industry leaders, who will
share exclusive insights into their success
and how they overcame common industry
challenges. Special guest speakers include Guy Bucey, Chief Operating Officer
at Inova, and Bobby Lewis, Production
Manager at Lewis Cabinets. Both Guy
and Bobby have experienced remarkable growth in their businesses and have
played a key role in the success of their
companies.
For more information about Stiles’
Manufacturing Solutions Seminar, or
to register, visit www.stilesmachinery.
com/mss z
Stiles Machinery, an AWI Supplier Member since
1996, is AWI’s Founding Sponsor.
www.stilesmachinery.com
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2018 Veneer Tech
Craftsman’s Challenge is Open
The Fourteenth Annual Veneer Tech Craftsman’s ChallengeTM is now accepting
entries, and Veneer Technologies announces the 2018 panel that will decide this
international design competition highlighting achievement in the use of natural wood veneer products. The judges are Michaelle Bradford, editor with the
Woodworking Network brand; Scott Grove, artist, designer, woodwork instructor, and author of Advanced Veneering and Alternative Techniques; and Thomas
Brooks, global commodity manager at Masonite International.
“Our competition is respected by industry associates because it is open to
entries regardless of what company has supplied the material utilized, and
we reward not only designers/
craftspersons but distributors
and sales representatives,
too,” explains Veneer Tech’s
Alan Hubbard, face veneer
sales manager.
"It is not the size of the project, or the amount of material
used, or how well-known the
entrant,” Hubbard points out.
“To encourage participation
this year, anyone who has not
previously entered our competition will be eligible for a special judges’ New Entrant award of $1,000.
This may be in addition to any category award a new entrant may receive.”
Veneer Tech Craftsman’s Challenge entries are accepted through June 1,
2018. Competition categories include Architectural Woodworking, Cabinetry,
Furniture, Marquetry, Specialty Products, and Student Design. Entry is available
online through www.veneertech.com. There is no entry fee. Material does not need
to have been sourced through Veneer Tech to be eligible.
Cash awards will be announced at IWF Atlanta on August 23, 2018.
The Veneer Tech Craftsman’s Challenge is co-sponsored by FDMC, formerly
known as CabinetMaker+FDM. z

Past winners will tell
you the exposure they’ve
gained is valuable for
their shops and studios.

Veneer Technologies, an AWI Supplier Member since 1997, is a Level 3 AWI Sponsor.
www.veneertech.com.

Level 4 Sponsors

)

)

Level 3 Sponsors
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SAVE THE DATE!

The 66th AWI Annual Convention, October 3-5, 2018 will take place in sunny Naples, Florida
at the luxurious Naples Grande Beach Resort. Experience the unmatched level of guest service
and attention. Explore the Resort’s warm beach property, and indulge in an inclusive getaway
full of leisure, activities and incredible nearby sights. This is luxury reimagined. This is
paradise rediscovered.
• Manufacturing members will be impressed by the all-new program. Watch for details and registration coming soon!
• Annual and convention sponsors will enjoy a fresh networking approach and expanded opportunities at the 2018 convention. z
Photos courtesy of Naples Grande Beach Resort.

CCF Industries — Bringing Quality Drawer Boxes…

Not by cutting corners but by dovetailing them.
CCF Industries’ main focus is getting high-quality custom
drawer boxes to consumers promptly. Not only do their
customers receive a superior product, but they also receive

SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT
great customer service, customization, attention to detail and
satisfaction guaranteed. WHY? Because their goal is to add
value to the final consumer’s product.
Many companies today are recognizing the fact that outsourcing their drawer box needs is becoming more beneficial
to their production process. Whatever your budget, CCF’s
drawers will stand the test of time.
In 2015, CCF rebuilt a 24,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art facility with lean manufacturing principals to allow for them to
expand and fulfill their customer’s growing needs.

Featured Products & Services:
Online quoting and ordering system at
www.ccfdrawers.com
Specialty boxes: Double Deck Drawer, Corner Space
Drawer, Humi-drawer™, angled, scooped, divided, pullout pantry, etc.
Company logo laser engraving
Various solid wood, Baltic Birch plywood, melamine,
FSC-certified materials
No minimum orders
“Design your own” custom made boxes.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn more about CCF Industries: call 800-581-3683 or
e-mail info@ccfdrawers.com. z
CCF Industries, an AWI Supplier Member since 2017, is a Level 3 Sponsor.
www.ccfdrawers.com

Their goal is to add value to the final consumer's product.
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NOTE: The Architectural Woodwork Institute (AWI) makes every effort to ensure that published information is accurate and current. Neither AWI, nor any content contributor, officer, or employee of AWI warrants the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of any information published in AWI NewsBriefs and/or AWI e-Briefs, nor endorses any products, services
or other information resources linked from AWI’s editorial content and shall not be held liable for any losses caused by reliance on the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of such
information. Portions of the information may be incorrect or not current. Any person or entity that relies on any information obtained from this system does so at their own risk.

